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Japanese society is outstanding among developed countries in that people have less interaction
 with others who are "out of" their community or groups they belong to.

I think "Social isolation" is caused mainly by the development of conputer technology and 
 social networking sites(SNS).
These days,more and more people have used SNS.
SNS gives them few chances to make face to face interaction.
This problem may have some serious and negative effects on Japanese society.
For eample, they cant' find out a marriage partner, which may lead to the declining birthrate.
We should notice that it is important to jump out of our our own worid and associate with others.     83

 2014 
Third, using renewable energy needs more cost than any other traditional method .
According to Figure 1,  solar power is the highest in terms of  cost of energy.
In particular, it requires about five times as much as nuclear energy does.                                   40

I think there are two main advantages with renewable energy.
Firstly, it can give us a certain amount electricity permanently, while traditional methods have a limit.
Secondly, it have less effect on environment because it use the power of nature.
When we think of the future of the earth, I think that renewable energy is better.                          54

 2013 
It is important for us to know that almost all these problems are so difficult that we can't 
   get the answer immediately.

強調構文を使うなら

It is the next that counts: we should know that almost all these problems are so difficult that we can't
 solve them immediately.
直訳    

What is important is that ---.

I think that we should have different experiences before we are adults.
This is because the experiences will help us deal with troubles and make decisions.
Besides, they can give us some chances to notice what we don't know now.                             40



 2012 
Japanese economy is growing so great that few people have ever seen in history.
We enjoy such a convenient and comfortable life as any our ancestors have never experienced.

I agree with this opinion.
Some of us hardly feel happy because they always desire better lives than they have now.
I think they should know their past before they think of their future.
Then, they will notice how good the conditions are, and therefore they will be satisfied with  their lives.

 2011    解釈

   問  正確 答         書 換     

要求        傾向 紹介  文章    詳細 論  文章      一段落 書    

This graph shows us that the older U.S. children grow, the higher the parcentage of children who have
  their own mobile phones is in both 2005 and 2009.
Looking at the graph in detail, the proportion of children having them in 2009 is higher than that in 2005.
Besides, the rate of  increase at the age group of 10-11  is larger than that of  the other two groups.        67

I think children shoud have the first mobile phones after they are fifteen years old.
It is the time when they enter a high school.
And, it means that they are out of children and into adolescense.
Then, they will be responsible for their behavior.
Besides, they will be able to avoid negative effects like a shortage of exercise by judgeing by themselves. 64


